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We won’t join the race to the bottom

D

Kalmijn, a researcher at UCSD. “Even if an employee had
enough of a pension to afford retiring before age 65, the cost
of health benefits under UC’s proposal would prohibit it.”
Here is an example of how much an employee making $50,000 annually and retiring at age 60 with 20 years of
service would get cut per month under UC’s proposals.
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“If UC succeeds in imposing its new pension scheme,
we can expect – maybe not immediately, but certainly a few
years down the road – that UC will insist that those on tier
1 for both pension and retiree health take a pay cut of about
$250 month (6%) to make up for the
cost of these ‘legacy’ benefits,” added
Kalmijn. UC has not made this proposal in bargaining yet, but nearly
every other employer has done
this – or worse – and UC’s longterm goal is to drive down its costs.
Some employers have deliberately
underfunded their plans, bringing
the viability of the entire plans into
question.
While most pension plans
allow maximum retirement after a
specified number of years working,
such as 30, an employee who starts
working at UC at age 20 would have
to work 45 years to get maximum
benefits. Meanwhile, outgoing UC
UPTE-represented workers on the picket line at UCSF, supporting quality patient President Mark Yudof gets the same
care, retirement security and fair wages at the UC medical centers. retirement factor after only 5 years
because he is already 65 years old.
plan that other employees can’t get, right?
With
his
supplemental
executive retirement contribution,
“This is where we’ll be in a few years if UC succeeds in
he will take home $230,000 a year.
imposing its pension proposal on us,” said Wendi Felson,
As one definition of “divide and conquer” explained:
UPTE’s chief bargainer and a retired UCSF health care
“Effective use of this technique allows those with limited
professional. “This is how the race to the bottom works.”
power to control those who collectively would have had a
Under the current retirement plan, the optimum
lot more influence.”
retirement age is around age 60. UC’s pension proposal
“Collectively, we have a lot more influence,” said Felpushes that optimum back by 5 years for all new employson, “and that’s how we will defeat divide and conquer.”
ees, no matter how long they work at UC.
This isn’t a trivial change. Many members have taxing
jobs that become more difficult with age and years of work,
such as animal technicians and theater workers, and they
may be physically unable to continue working until age
65. There are many reasons employees might be forced to
retire from UC before age 60: cutbacks, a spouse moving,
medical reasons, or some other involuntary reason. Under
the existing plan, employees retiring at age 60 would earn
almost 50% greater pension payments than those of the
same age retiring under UC’s proposed pension plan.
UC’s proposed change in retiree health benefits would
affect half of current employees. Many of us chose to work
at UC because of these retiree health benefits and turned
down other more lucrative job offers.
“The cutback UC has
proposed effectively forces
back the retirement age until
Medicare eligibility, age 65,”
said UPTE’s president, Jelger
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UPTE health care professionals at UCLA’s Santa Monica
Hospital during the May 21 sympathy strike with AFSCME.
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on’t be complacent and don’t be misled. The
two-tier pension and retiree health benefit plan
UC wants to impose is about you, whether or
not you are in the groups that would immediately be affected by the plan.
Tier 2 is going to drag pension benefits and pay
down for every single employee – if not now, then in the
mid-term future. The logic is clear: UC wants to drive
down costs, and it is using a classic divide-and-conquer
strategy to get there.
First, UC proposes to cut and postpone pension
benefits of anyone hired after July 1, 2013. That splits
off all new employees. Second, UC wants to push back
the maximum retiree health benefits for half of current
employees by 15 years. This sets a new, lower floor for
benefits, and it doesn’t take a psychic to predict that soon
we’ll be hearing pejorative references to the current plan
as the “legacy,” “premier,” or “Cadillac” plan.
Finally, UC will propose a pay cut down the road to
those left on the Tier 1 pension and retiree health benefits plan – because they should pay for their expensive

Striking works!

T

he last contract UPTE-CWA bargained for techs
and researchers (TX/RX) had 5% raises for three
years in a row and preserved our benefits. How was
UPTE able to achieve that? By our members letting UC
executives know that we were determined to take action,
up to and including going on strike.
The UPTE negotiators who went to the table prepared diligently and forcefully argued that the research
grants that fund most of our positions have automatic
annual increases for salaries. The team bargained for
more than a year, visiting every campus, where many
members made presentations supporting our negotiators. The passionate speeches made by UPTE members
helped convince UC bargainers that techs and researchers stood united behind the union’s positions.
“Our UPTE-represented techs and researchers recognized that bargaining at the table is fruitless without
support in the field,” said Jamie McDole, a UC Davis
case manager. McDole is a member of UPTE’s health
care professional’s (HX) unit, which struck May 21 in
solidarity with AFSCME workers at the five UC medical
centers.
“UC’s negotiators are only instruments of executives
at the very top of the UC bureaucracy. They must get the
nod from those executives to acquiesce to even the most
modest compromises – and UC executives don’t give
much weight to arguments or demands at the bargaining
table, no matter how well-reasoned or justified. They are
swayed by political pressures,” she added.
Voices from the legislature, the media, faculty, and
the regents influence the real decision makers at UC.
When Sacramento calls UC to account for their poor
relations with staff, then UC will make an effort to listen
to staff. When there is a strike, all those who can – legislators, alumni, donors, and others – come together to pressure UC to come to a settlement.
A short strike during the last TX/RX round of
bargaining convinced UC executives to agree to fair pay
increases. This round of bargaining, we have much more
at stake, and the decisions we make will be irreversible.
We have never before had such dramatic cuts to our
retirement to contend with. Moving UC executives to
settlement will be more challenging than during the last
round of bargaining.

Last May’s strike a success
The strike in late May showed UC our resolve to
preserve a single plan for pension and retiree health
benefits. We will have to take more strike action in the
future if we cannot achieve an agreement with fair pay
and retirement security soon.
Several more bargaining units will exhaust
the bargaining process and have the ability to
strike over the next several months. The UPTE
TX/RX contracts expired on June 30, as does
the contract for UC nurses represented by the
California Nurses Association.
The UPTE health care professionals and AFSCME service units are already in the impasse
process of negotiations. After all these, in the
fall, the academic student employees’ contract
expires. In short, there will be many more opportunities for actions to put pressure on UC.
Each of these strikes will escalate upon the next
in scope and length.
We can win this and we can stop the race to
the bottom.
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UPTE activists study the issues at a bargaining workshop earlier this year (photo by Wendi Felson).

UPTE’s proposal for fair pay and retirement security

W

e can agree to a solution that
UPTE-CWA’S PROPOSALS
UC’S PROPOSALS
meets the financial goals of the
WAGES
Cost-of-living increases that keep pace with
Wage proposal that doesn’t even keep pace
university and provides fair pay
inflation and step increases for longevity.
with inflation, or address market and equity
and retirement security for all UPTE memdisparities.
bers. If we all pay a small amount more into
our pension now, no UC employee needs
PENSION
All employees stay on a single “tier” and make Creates second-class “tier two” benefits
to have their retirement pushed back by 15
the same contributions.
where workers pay more for reduced benefits.
years, or be faced with a 6% pay cut later.
UC’s retiree health benefits plans can be
FINANCIAL
Adequate contributions from UC and workers Inadequate contributions which do not even
preserved if the university makes adequate
HEALTH OF
to stabilize the pension financially. UC pays
pay the interest on the pension funding gap
contributions to cover the ongoing cost and
PENSION FUND
UC itself created by taking a “contribution
extra to make up for the unfunded liability it
gradually pay down the debt it created by
holiday” for 20 years.
created by not paying into fund for 20 years.
not contributing for 20 years.
UPTE negotiators made the proposal
About half of all current employees must wait
RETIREE
Everyone on the same “tier” with modest
above in both TX/RX and in HX bargaining.
15 years for the same benefit. New hires get
HEALTH
contributions that preserve the benefit into
“A small additional contribution from
less benefits. No sustainable retiree health
BENEFITS
the future.
all employees adds up to more savings than
benefits fund.
a large cut from only new employees,” notes
Wendi Felson, UPTE’s chief bargainer.
ACCOUNTABILITY An UPTE representative on the pension and
No employee voice in how our money is man“Delaying pension accrual by 5 years for
& DEMOCRACY
retiree health benefit governing boards.
aged.
new employees saves the university 3% of
payroll, but only for new employees.”
UC income from student fees has increased by $1.5 bil- could be financially sustained for years to come with
And Felson notes, it would take decades for these
lion over the same period.
adequate contributions.
savings to add up because of how long it takes the
In fact, even in the adversarial environment of
employee population to turn over. “If we contribute an
Crisis of priorities
bargaining, UC negotiators have never stated that they
extra 1% now and UC makes an additional contribu“Our pension and retiree health benefit funds are
do not have the money to continue the current pention for all employees immediately, the savings start to
victims of a crisis of priorities, not a financial crisis,”
sion and retiree health benefit plans. They continuously
accumulate now,” she adds.
says Felson. “UC executives have made the policy deci- reiterate that the changes are a policy decision, not a
sion that the employee post-employment benefits are
fiscal decision.
A better plan
too generous and that we must either do with less or
UC administrators have misguided priorities.
UC employees can recover the extra contribution
work longer.”
Every survey done about the reasons faculty and staff
we make for our retirement with a wage increase at a
The financial crisis in the state has served as a con- choose to work at UC clearly shows that pension and
later time. On the other hand, if the union were to agree
venient excuse to cut benefits although the UC plans
retiree health benefits are the biggest draws.
to switch to the two-tier pension and retiree health benefit plan, we will never have the leverage to bring those
on the second tier back to the first tier.
“We would have to bring half the current employees, whose retiree health benefits would have been
Wendi Felson, Clinical Laboratory Scientist (retired), Chief Negotiator
delayed by 15 years, and all the newly hired employees
Jim Hockridge, Principal Television Technician (TX), Berkeley
back from a pension plan that was delayed by 5 years,”
Paul Brooks, Spectroscopist (RX), Berkeley
Karen Galbreath, Animal Health Technician (TX), Davis
said UPTE’s president, Jelger Kalmijn. “That would be
Vanessa Bakula, Staff Research Associate (RX), Davis
impossible. The race to the bottom will be irreversible.”
Jamie McDole, Case Manager (HX), Davis
Erik Lawrence, Senior Wardrobe Technician (TX), Irvine
UC has the money
Sonia Palacio, Clinical Social Worker (HX), Irvine
“UPTE has offered to have our financial experts
Mike Dupray, Principal Radiation Control Technician (TX), LBNL
work together with UC to craft a plan we can all agree,”
Mike Fehr, Computer Resource Specialist (TX), Los Angeles
said Kalmijn. “Hopefully, UC will agree before a strike
Jie Luo, Staff Research Associate (RX), Los Angeles
Tom Brewer, Clinical Laboratory Scientist (HX), Los Angeles
is our only option.”
Tonya Greene-Tucker, Clinical Research Coordinator (RX), San Diego
The UC medical centers made $500 million in
Jimmy Leo-Castillo, Principal Electronic Technician (TX), San Diego
profits last year. The state has allocated an additional
Paul Phojanakong, Laboratory Assistant (TX), San Francisco
$142 million to UC with three more years of promised
Elisa Cleveland, Staff Research Associate (RX), San Francisco
increases. UC executives’ wages and compensation
Jason Rosenbury, Clinical Social Worker (HX), San Francisco
Elected team member Paul Phojanakong
continue to escalate.
Damion Miller, Principal Electronics Technician (TX), Santa Barbara
speaks during bargaining team training.
Erik Kovacs, Principal Telescope Technician (TX), Santa Cruz
Despite the federal budget chaos, UC reports more
Susan Rode, Clinical Social Worker/RN (HX) Student Health Centers
than a 20% increase in grants over the last four years.
TK Lee, Pharmacist (HX), San Diego
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Your UPTE-CWA bargaining team. Contact us!

Find contact information for all team members at www.upte.org.

